
Thank you for purchasing a Mustard Bikes Fender Eliminator. 
The following is a brief guide for installation of your  

2016 Kawasaki ZX10R Fender Eliminator. 
 
 

 

1. Remove pillion seat using the key. 

2. Remove the 4 x 4mm allen bolts from the corners of the upper tail fairing. 

3. Gently slide the upper tail fairing back and up and remove from bike. 

4. Remove the 4 x M6 bolts holding in the glove box tray.  

5. Gently remove the two relays at the front of the tray and tilt the tray up and to the side to access underneath. 

6. Undo all indicator and number plate light plugs (left side of the bike, clear cover). 

7. Gently push on the lower fairing and feed the wires under the frame rail. 

8. Remove the 4 x 5mm allen bolts from under the stock fender and remove from bike, feeding the wires with it. 

9. Undo 2 x phillips screw and 1 x 5mm allen bolt from under the fender to gain access to the indicators. 

10. Remove the indicators by removing the small screw and removing the keeper and spreader plates. 

11. Fit indicators to fender eliminator in reverse process. Feed all wiring through eliminator and eliminator base. 

12. Feed wiring into bike and offer assembly up to the bike. Loosely fit two supplied bolts to hold in place. 

13. Pull wiring through the tail and feed under the frame rail. Install wires and check for operation. 

14. If LED bolt does not light up switch the two wires (LED bolt is polarity sensitive). 

15. Ensure wires aren’t being pinched between the base and the eliminator. Fit remaining bolts and tighten. 

16. Refit glove box tray, relays and upper fairing in reverse process to disassembly. 

17. Refit pillion seat.  

  

If you have any problems with installation feel free to contact us at help@mustardbikes.com for any queries. 

We will be more than happy to help in any way we can. 
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